Haines Revamps First Heavy Boat Crew

Bob Trimble Put in As Strokes
On Varsity, Richardson
Strokes JV's

Technology Stricken By Usual April Disasters

Extra. Extra. Great calamity befall
the latest occupants of the
building with the recent
injury of a Fellows College
student. Doctor Stimson
thrown in between two
walls in the chemistry
laboratories. As the news
quickly spread, various
students discouraged by the
terrible news hurriedly
committed suicide.

With the series of events that have taken place in the
past few days, Bob Trimble, stroke
for the Junior Varsity, and
Richardson, stroke for the Varsity
time, we are at a loss. Bob
has been putting in the
work and shows no sign
of stopping. Richardson
is a steady man that
Richardson, stroke for the Varsity,
thinks will cover the ex-
pense of the expenses are likely to be by the
instructor $5.80 is for athletics. The total
committee whose job it is to apportion
the money available for athletics is over
the different activities. Of the
students for the highest in the high-I
the scoring news makers were
jump, yard, and one of three.
Rolls such as Loekhart, Wrigley,
standing marks, are expected to give
the new record of 41
an injury in the broad jump,
replaces the best in the broad jump,
for the competition
the scoring news makers
in 7 seconds. Bell and Loekhart
both
yards, 7 3_4 inches.

Three tied in 50 yard dash for the best in the broad jump,
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